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How to access: 
I can print the numbers
setting the RICH buffer artificially to 30!

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Buffer 30
PartProbs - Ev. 57  - Part. 0  - mom 63  - Buffer 30

Like bk  Like pi  Like ka  Like pr  DLpiA DLkaA DLprA ThML ThRg nPhRg ThFt ChRg Chpi Chka Chpr
0.05719  0.21115  0.19656  0.14143  0.000  0.000  0.000    0.0   53.6   15.0   51.8  0.8573  0.8576  0.9518  2.1793  
Like el Like mu  DLelA DLmuA Chel Chmu RgTime nPhTm DLpiP DLKaP DLprP DLelP DLmuP nPhA nPhP
0.21217  0.21159  0.000  0.000  0.8573  0.8573     -1.0   15.0          408       583       681        389      400      0   34 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Buffer 23
PartProbs - Ev. 57  - Part. 0  - mom 62.7  - Buffer 23

Like bk  Like pi  Like ka  Like pr   DLpi DLka DLpr ThML ThRg nPhRg ThFt ChRg Chpi Chka Chpr
0.05719  0.21115  0.19656  0.14143  0.000  0.000  0.000    0.0   53.6   15.0   51.8  0.8573  0.8576  0.9518  2.1793  

Like el Like mu   DLel DLmu Chel Chmu RgTime nPhTm
0.21217  0.21159  0.000  0.000  0.8573  0.8573     -1.0   15.0 

I forced this buffer size

Original buffer size

The histogram booking level can be 
set to 2: this saves all histograms. 
At Coral output level!
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CsRCRecConst.ccLikelihood Derivatives



Old studies by G.Pesaro and F.Sozzi
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https://wwwcompass.cern.ch/compass/software/analysis/transparencies/2008/am_080327/pesaro_080327.pdf



Old studies by G.Pesaro and F.Sozzi

THEY conclude:

That time they were extracting index (in the 
VS region) with large contamination from 
electrons.
Also, their studies showed LH corrections 
respond differently  for different PMT region 
with delta index. `Wrong’ index is playing 
minimal effect in lateral regions even within 
PMTs.
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https://wwwcompass.cern.ch/compass/software/analysis/transparencies/2008/am_080327/pesaro_080327.pdf



A closer look to index.
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The P/T fluctuation in (n-1) 
is of the order of 20-30 
PPM during the data taking 
period. 



2009 Studies: G.Pesaro, F.Sozzi, S. Dalla Torre, 
P.Schiavon, Z.Zhao et al. 

There have been some studies on similar topic (increase performance) in 2009. The data used is from 2008!

But Before that …
The caveat :

1. Many studies been made. Many are undocumented, even if presented not mentioned when and where and 
who presented what. Note docs are available but those docs have no pointer where to find them.

2. Paolo’s most available notes are about APVs (historically the original detectors).
3. Federica’s notes are very much about a global pictures, sometimes details are missing. Sometime 

presentations on details are not even mentioned.

Ongoing work:
I am planning to document AMAP to do a documentation w/ old presentations, notes and Summary of results.  

If anybody want to contribute is welcome. Will take some time. 
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In 2009 They too see negative mean for res plots:

Negative Offset of 0.35 were also 
seen in 2006, after the first analysis 
of MAPMTs! 

2006 data
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https://wwwcompass.cern.ch/compass/software/analysis/
transparencies/2006/am_060904/pesaro_060905.ppt

https://wwwcompass.cern.ch/compass/softwa
re/analysis/transparencies/2009/am_090121/p
esaro_20090120.pdf



In 2009 They too see negative mean for res plots:

Our effects have same order of 
magnitude. 
It maybe pointing to the direction!!
Dependence. But likely they would 
have seen similar plots as Yann’s / 
mine. 
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https://wwwcompass.cern.ch/compass/softwa
re/analysis/transparencies/2009/am_090121/p
esaro_20090120.pdf



The conclusion they made!!

The small offset delta theta remained w/ order of magnitude ~0.1 mrad. So, we see.
The origin can point to a different aspect!

However, it is not clear if the 
<cos theta_vs * n_vs> plays dominant role or not

Similar Status
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If we assume over 
estimation of n_UV
dominates. electron 
contamination can 
cause it!



What we conclude:

1. The LH derivatives are computed and only passed if the buffer sized in increased.
2. In the current software it has set to 21. If we increase it to 30. W/o major modifications the numbers are 
printed both for APVs and PMs.
3. A similar study in 2009 showed that optical corrections reduces the negative offset. 
4. The observed situation is very similar to our current situation.
5. The LH corrections they made w/ index had large e contaminations, which our current recipe tries to 
avoid.
6. The P/T fluctuation in (n-1) is of the order of 20-30 PPM during the data taking period.  
7. Different region even within PMTs respond differently to the production level index. Does it hint more 
towards the resolution effect rather than the index?  
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